How to find us

Street address
UnternehmerTUM GmbH
UnternehmerTUM Projekt GmbH
UnternehmerTUM Venture Capital Partners GmbH
UnternehmerTUM MakerSpace GmbH

Lichtenbergstraße 6
D-85748 Garching
info@unternehmertum.de

By car
» Take the A9 Munich-Nuremberg Autobahn and exit at Garching Nord, direction "Forschungsinstitute"
» Turn left for Freising at the first traffic lights
» Turn right at the next traffic lights
» Turn left after 100m, behind the Entrepreneurship Center (black building), to the car park
» Please ring at the barrier

By public transport
» Take underground line U6 direction Garching Forschungszentrum and alight there
» Please take the exit ‘Lichtenbergstraße’ in the station and turn left
» Pass the Faculty for Mechanical Engineering at your left until you meet ‘Lichtenbergstrasse’.
» Walk down ‘Lichtenbergstrasse’ until number 6 on your right (black building)

The walking time from the station is about eight minutes.